HEAVY AIRPLAY
BILL NELSON
KENDRA SMITH
BJORK
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
BORDEOMS
VARIOUS
ESQUIVEL
ALASTAIR GALBRAITH
PEREZ PRADO AND HIS ORCHESTRA
DJANGO REINHARDT
VARIOUS
CHRIS KNOX
CATCHERS
RED KRAYOLA
HUGH HOPPER AND KRAMER
VARIOUS
SHIG AND BUZZ
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
FLYING SAUCER ATTACK
WCKR SPGT
FATS WALLER AND HIS RHYTHM
VARIOUS
MAN OR ASTRO - MAN ?
TEEGENERATE
EDS REDEEMING QUALITIES
SEAM
VARIOUS
HECTOR ZAZOU
MARK AND THE MASTODONS
DAVID SHEA
MONOCROME SET
ELVIS COSTELLO
ONLY A MOTHER
CARNEY HILD KRAMER
BULLY PULPIT
ARNOLD DREYBLATT & ORCHESTRA
VARIOUS
SHOES
LOVE CAMP 7
VARIOUS
MIGHTY Spoiler
LABRADORD

PRACTICALLY WIRED
FIVE WAYS OF DISAPPEARING
POST
LET'S BOP SUN ROCKABILLY VOL 1
BLOUES HANGOVER / EXCELLO BLUES
CHOCOLATE SYNTHESIZER
PAY IT ALL BACK VOL 5
MUSIC FROM A SPARKLING PLANET
TALISMAN
MONDO MAMBO : BEST OF
THE INDISPENSABLE
SOUL OF BLACK PERU AFRO-PERU
SONGS OF YOU AND ME
MUTE
AMOR AND LANGUAGE
A REMARK HUGH MADE
WHO THE HELL
DOUBLE DIAMONDS
HILLBILLY FEVER V2
TRANCE 1
DISTANCE
A TEA PARTY OF LOVE
A GOOD MAN IS HARD TO FIND
ABSTRAKT WORKSHOP
PROJECT Infinity
GET ACTION!
BIG GRAPEFRUIT CLEANUP JOB
ARE YOU DRIVING ME CRAZY ?
TRANCE MISSIONS FROM PLANET DOG
SONGS FROM THE COLD SEAS
PLAY WITH FIRE
HSI - YU CHI
TOMORROW WILL BE TOO LONG BEST
KOJAK VARIETY
FERAL CHICKEN
BLACK POWER
BEYOND ELYSIUM AND INTO THE 7TH
ANIMAL MAGNETISM
FREEZONE 1 : PHENOM. OF AMBIENT
PROPELLER
CONSPIRACY OF THE FLOWERS
THE THRONE OF DRONES
UNSPOLT
A STABLE REFERNECE

GYROSCOPE
4 AD
ELEKTRA
SUN
EXCELLO
REPRISE
ON-U SOUND
BAR NONE
NEXT BEST WAY
RHINO
JAZZ TRIBUNE
LUAKA BOP
CAROLINE
DISCOVERY
DRAG CITY
SHIMMY DISC
CRED FACTORY
MAI TAI
RHINO
ELLIPSIS ARTS
VHF
CAR IN CAR
BLUEBIRD
SHADOW
ESTRUS
CRYPT
SLOW RIVER
TOUCH & GO
MAMMOTH
COLUMBIA
STUDIO M
TZADIK
CAROLINE
WARNER BROS.
TEC TONES
SHIMMY DISC
LOTUSPOOL
TZADIK
CRAMMED
BLACK VINYL
BOWLMOR
ASPHODEL
ICE
KRANKY
HEAVY AIRPLAY CONTINUED
FRANKLIN BRUNO
THE CRABS
LOW
AUGUSTUS PABLO
THE MOTORS
VARIOUS
BIG FLAME
MOUSE ON MARS
DORSEY BURNETTE
VARIOUS
FRANCIS BEBEY
LUXURIOUS BAGS
VARIOUS
MYSTIC EYES
BEAT POSITIVE
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
40 THIEVES
SOUNDTRACK
JOHN PATTON QUARTET
TORTOISE
MARTY ROBBINS
SISTER ROSETTA THARPE
SPACEMEN 3
ALBERT AMMONS
POOH STICKS
GISBURG
SATAN'S PILGRIMS
VARIOUS
JIM SHEPARD
VARIOUS
BOB MARLEY
CHRIS HASKETT
THE NECTARINE NO 9
THE VISION & FRIENDS
BLIND JAMES CAMPBELL
CARL REINER & MEL BROOKS
VARIOUS
PORTASTATIC
IKUE MORI
BUCK OWENS
MALAYSIA

MEDIUM AIRPLAY
PAPUA NEW GUINEA
VARIOUS
OBLIVIANS
MAGIC HOUR
ROBYN HITCHCOCK & EGYPTIANS
NANCY SINATRA
TAV FALCO
CHRIS ISAIAK

A BEDROOM COMMUNITY
JACKPOT
LONG DIVISION
KING TUBBY MEETS ROCKERS
AIRPORT: THE MOTOR'S BEST
VIRGINIA TRADITIONS
RIGOUR 1983-1986
VULVALAND
THE ERA YEARS, BEST OF
TALKIN' VERVE
NANDOLOI WITH LOVE
FRAYED KNOTS
ENGLISH FREAK BEAT VOL. 1
THE WHOLE WORLD IS WATCHING
COME OUT SWINGIN'
MADAGASCAR PAYS ANTANDROY...
OLD SCHOOL PUNK
PASS' AUF WOHN ER RENNT
CRUMB
MINOR SWING
RHYTHMS, RESOLUTIONS, & CLUSTERS
THE SONG OF ROBBINS
LIVE AT THE HOT CLUB
LIVE IN EUROPE 1989
LIVE AT LE HOT CLUB DE FRANCE
OPTIMISTIC FOOL
NO STRANGER NOT AT ALL
AT HOME WITH
IT'S BIGGER THAN BOTH OF US
PICKING THROUGH THE WRECKAGE
ALPHABET CITY
NATURAL MYSTIC
LANGUAGE
NIAGARA FALLS
INSTRUMENTAL HEALING
BLIND JAMES CAMPBELL
2000 YEAR OLD MAN
ECHOES OF THE FOREST
SLOW NOTE FROM A SINKING SHIP
HEX KITCHEN
TOGETHER AGAIN / MY HEART SKIP
DREAM SONGS & HEALING SOUNDS

SIMPLE MACHINES
K
VERNON YARD
SHANACHIE
CAROLINE
GLOBAL VILLAGE
DRAG CITY
TOO PURE
ERA
VERVE
ORIGINAL MUSIC
TWISTED VILLAGE
ARCHIVE INT'L
POSH BOY
WONDERLUST
OCORA
NEUROTIC
FUNFUNDVIERZIG
RYKODISC
DIW
THRILL JOCKEY
LEGACY
MILAN
BOMP
MILAN
SEED
TZADIK
EMPTY
PROPELLER
SILTBREEZE
UTOPIAN DIARIES
ISLAND
2 13 CD
POSTCARD
FUNFUNDVIERZIG
ARHOLEIE
ATLANTIC
ELLIPSISS ARTS
MERGE
TZADIK
SUNDAZED
FOLKWAYS

RYKODISC
PAYDAY
CRYPT
TWISTED VILLAGE
RHINO
SUNDAZED
UPSTART
REPRISE
MEDIUM AIRPLAY CONTINUED

CHRISTOPH MARIA MOOSMANN
SUPERCHUNK
PETER SCHERER
DOC WATSON & CLARENCE ASHLEY
ORFF - SCHULWERK
SAM ESH & HARD BLACK THING
GAVIN BRYARS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS
FSK
RICHARD PRYOR / REDD FOXX
SANDRA BELL
PAN AFRICAN ORCHESTRA
ARTO LINDSAY TRIO
MAX NAGL
ROD MCKUEN
VARIOUS
MY DAD IS DEAD
MICKEY KATZ
BALTIMORE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA DANCE MIX
DOCTOR NERVE
VARIOUS
ANTON LAVEY
VARIOUS
RORSCHACH
BILLIE HOLIDAY
THE MEMBERS
VARIOUS
SIDI MANSOUR
HAPPY FAMILY
HAKKI OBADIA
RUINS
MARK FELDMAN
6THS
MONKEES
VICEROYS
VARIOUS
BOAZ SHARON
DANDY WARHOLS
QUEERS
ORQUESTA BATACHANGA
CHROME
LAS HERMANAS MENDOZA
ALLAN SHERMAN
ROSCOE MITCHELL AND THE NOTE
MAMORU FUJIEDA
STERLING BROWN
VARIOUS
REVEREND CLAUS DE JETER
MONO MEN
KIELOOR ENTARTET
FIRE THIS TIME

ANNUM PER ANNUM
INCIDENTAL MUSIC 1991-95
VERY NEON PET
1960 - 1962
VOL. ONE / MUSICA POETICA
MONTZUMA BABY DUCK
VITA NOVA
GROOVES VOLUME 6
MUSICA ELECTROACUSTICA
THE SOUND OF MUSIC
LOOSE CANNON COMEDY CLASSICS
NET
OPUS 1
AGGREGATES 1 - 26
OHLSER DORF 18
LIFE IS
REINDEER ROCK '94
FOR RICHER, FOR POOREER
SIMCHA TIME
SKIN
FAT JAZZY GROOVES V 10
SATAN TAKES A HOLIDAY
POLISH VILLAGE MUSIC
AUTOPSY
ME MYSELF AND I
SOUND OF THE SUBURBS
BANG ON A CAN
RIMTTI
HAPPY FAMILY
CLASSICAL MUSIC OF MIDDLE EAST
HYDROMAST GRONINGEM
MUSIC FOR VIOLIN ALONE
WASPS NESTS (SINGLES VERSION)
THE MONKEES PRESENT
AT STUDIO ONE: YA HO
RENEGADE SELECTOR SERIES 2.2
MILHAUD LES CHARMES DE LA VIE
DANDY WARHOLS
MOVE BACK HOME
MANANA PARA LOS NINOS
3RD FROM THE SUN / INTO THE EYE
JUANITA & MARIA
MY SON THE GREATEST: THE BEST
THIS DANCE IS FOR STEVE McCALL
THE NIGHT CHANT
THE POETRY OF
SONGS OF EARL SHUMAN
YESTERDAY AND TODAY
T.S.B.
THE RED LIGHT FUGUE
DANCING ON JOHN WAYNE'S HEAD

NEW ALBION
MERGE
METRO BLUE
FOLKWAYS
CELESTIAL HARM.
SILT BREEZE
ECM
WARNER BROS.
LEONARDO
FLYING FISH
LOOSE CANNON
IMD
REAL WORLD
KNITTING FACTORY
RUDE NOISES
EVEREST
DEMO
EMPEROR JONES
WORLD PACIFIC
ARGO
CUNEIFORM
NEW BREED
AMARILLO
ARHOLIE
GERN BLANDSTEN
MILAN
CAROLINE
SONY CLASSICAL
ABSOLUTE
CUNEIFORM
GLOBAL VILLAGE
TZADIK
TZADIK
LONDON
RHINO
HEARTBEAT
SELECTOR
UNICORN
TIM KERR
LOOKOUT!
BEMBE
CLEOPATRA
ARHOLIE
ATLANTIC
BLACK SAINT
TZADIK
FOLKWAYS
EARL SHUMAN
SHANACHIE
ESTRUS
UNIT
EXTREME USA
MEDIUM AIRPLAY CONTINUED

LOUIS ARMSTRONG & HIS ALL-STAR
DREADFUL SNAKES
COUNTRY JOE & THE FISH
STAN KENTON
DAVID TORN
PAUL LANZKY
MATT HECKERT
PINK ANDERSON
CHRIS COCHRANE
SUPERGRASS
KNAPSACK
THIS IS ACID JAZZ
PENTATONIK
SOUNDTRACK
MWENDA WA BAYEKE
VARIOUS
SAM MANGWANA
BORBETOMAGUS
VARIOUS
VARIOUS THE HUGO MASTERS
PLAYS W.C. HANDY
SNAKES ALIVE!
HERE WE ARE AGAIN
BEST OF
TRIPPING OVER GOD
FANTASIES AND TABLEAUX
MECHANICAL SOUND ORCHESTRA
THE BLUES OF, BALLADS & FOLKS.
BATH
I SHOULD COCO
SILVER SWEEPSTAKES
JAZZ OF BOOGIE BACK
ANTHOLOGY
THE SILENCES OF THE PALACE
AFRICAN GUITAR LEGEND
SOUND MAGAZINE #7
MARIA TEBBO
EXPERIENCE THE MAGIC
RED HOT AND BOTHERED
CHINESE WIND INST. VOL. 3
COLUMBIA
ROUNDER
VANGUARD
CAPITOL
CMP
CRI
CATASONIC
PRESTIGE
AVANT
EMI
ALIAS
INSTINCT
DEVIAN
CAROLINE
MOUNTAIN
KOMOTION
STERN'S
AGARIC
KINETIC
CELESTIAL HARM.

LIGHT AIRPLAY

UP
PATRICK & THOMAS DEMENGA
HURRICANE
DAVID KRAKAUER & KRAKAUER TRIO
NAT KING COLE
BAILTER SPACE
JERRY LEE LEWIS
JOHN ZORN
PETER STAMPFEL
PETER CASE
TRUMANS WATER
THE APARTMENTS
ANTHONY COLEMAN TRIO
MARION WILLIAMS
VARIOUS
KILLER UP!
12 HOMMAGES A PAUL SACHER
THE HURRA
KLEZMER MADNESS
COLE ESPANOL AND MORE, VOL. 2
WAMMO
YOUNG BLOOD
MASADA
HELLO SELECTION 5/94
TORN AGAIN
MILKTRAIN TO PAYDIRT
A LIFE FULL OF FAREWELLS
SEPHARDIC TINGE
BORN TO SING THE GOSPEL
RIKK AGNEW'S SMASH DEMOS-VOL. 2
BLAST
VARIOUS
KONTE, KUYATEH, SUSO
ALVIN CURRAN
KENNY BURRELL
JIMMY WITHERSPOON
EXENE CERVERNKA
JOHN DAVIS
VARIOUS
THE ROCHES
VARIOUS
ALLOY
FOETUS
VARIOUS
THE HUB
WIRE STITCHED
FOLK MUSIC AT NEWPORT
JALIOLGY
ANIMAL BEHAVIOR
BEST OF
BLUES AROUND THE CLOCK
SURFACE TO AIR SERPENTS
LEAVE HOME
REGGAE ROOTS: RAS REC. STORY
CANN WE GO HOME NOW
O! SKAMPILATION VOL. 1
PAPER THIN FRONT
GASH
HELLBENT: INSURGENT COUNTRY V2
WRECKIN' BALL
TOTAL ENERGY
ECM
GRAND ROYAL
TZADIK
CAPITOL
MATADOR
SIRE
DIW
HELLO
VANGUARD
HOMESTEAD
HOT
TZADIK
SHANACHIE
POSH BOY
CUNEIFORM
VANGUARD
XENOPHILE
TZADIK
BLUE NOTE
PRESTIGE
2 13 CD
COMMUNION
RAS
RYKODISC
RADICAL
ENGINE
COLUMBIA
BLOODSHOT
ARTIFACT
LIGHT AIRPLAY CONTINUED
CATECELS
HANGDOGS
DIESEL QUEENS
DRYWALL
GROVER
SKULL FLOWER
TOMMY MAKEM
TEXASS
ABE SCHWARTZ
ZMROS
BUNNY RUGS
GUY CLARK
CHRIS BROWN
TONY DE LA ROSA
VARIABLES
SOLAR QUEST
DROP CITY
DR. LOCOS ROCKIN JALAPENO BAND
SLEEPER
ROBERT RICH & LISA MOSKOW
CURTAIN SOCIETY
BILLY TAYLOR
MAGNOLIA SISTERS
CARRY NATION
KENT SCHNEIDER'S
BLUNDERBUSS
NERDY GIRL
HUBERT SELBY, JR.
KAPELYE ON THE AIR
THE HARDSHIP POST
A HOUSE
SPEAKING CANARIES
J CHURCH
MARTYN BATES
DEVIL DOGS
USTAD NIZAMUDDIN KHAN
MANIC HISPANIC
BRACKET
MARK WHEATON
MEMPHIS WILLIE B.
JOHN CAGE
FACTORY PRESS
VARIABLES
LIONS
RAGGA FRANKIE
SARGAM
BENNY GOODMAN
DJ KRUSH
GEORGE AND IRA GERSHWIN
KAZUKI UMIZU
SOUNDTRACK
PANEL DONOR
VINCE GUARALDI
BEST OF
SAME OLD STORY
HOOKED ON MORONICS
WORK THE DUMB ORACLE
MY WILD LIFE
CARVED INTO ROSES
FROM THE ARCHIVES
TEXASS
MASTER OF KLEZMER MUSIC VOL. 1
ECLECTIC KLEZZ
TALKING TO YOU
CRAFTSMAN
LAVA
ES MI DERECHO
BEST OF THE BEST VOL 4: DJS
ORGSHIP
A REV. OF PURELY PRIV. EXPECT.
PURO PARTY
SMART
YEARNING
INERTIA
HOMAGE
PRENDS COURAGE
DARK GREEN TREE
CELEBRATION FOR MODERN MAN
CONSPIRACY
NERDY GIRL
LIVE
JEWISH-AMERICAN RADIO
SOMEBODY SPOKE
WIDE EYED AND IGNORANT
SONGS FOR THE TERRESTRIALLY...
THE PROCESSION OF SIMULACRA
CHAMBER MUSIC I
STEREO DRIVE!
TABLA
THE MENUDO INCIDENT
4-WHEEL VIBE
PLAYS AMER.'S FAVE. TUNES
HARD WORKING MAN BLUES
EUROPERAS 3 & 4
INTERSTATE
VERVE 4/95 NEW RELEASES
JAH JAH WORKS
GELD & MEHR
TARUN BHATTACHARYA
THE COMPLETE SMALL COMBOS
KRUSH
OH, KAY!
'94 LIVE
HISTORY OF HITCHCOCK VOL. 2
PANEL DONOR
JAZZ IMPRESSIONS
ERA
CRAZYHEAD
SYMPATHY
IRS
ZERO HOUR
VHF
SHANACHE
I.F.A.
GLOBAL VILLAGE
GLOBAL VILLAGE
SHANACHE
ROUNDER
TZADIK
ROUNDER
RAS
FREEZONE
SHAKE
FLYING FISH
ARISTA
SLIME
BEDAZZLED
GRP
ARHOOLIE
CONCEPTION
DELMARK
HOMESTEAD
NO LIFE
2.13.61
SHANACHE
SUB POP
RADIOACTIVE
SCAT
JADE TREE
CATALOGUE
1 + 2
INDIA ARCHIVE
DOCTOR DREAM
CAROLINE
CATASONIC
PRESTIGE
MODE
N D
VERVE
FUNDVIERZIG
FUNDVIERZIG
MUSIC OF WORLD
JAZZ TRIBUNE
SHADOW
NONE SUCH
AXEL
SILLA CO CLARKS
LOTUS POOL
FANTASY
LIGHT AIRPLAY CONTINUED
JOHNNY HODGES W/ LEON THOMAS, ISAAC HAYES, MARTIN, BOGAN, & ARMSTRONGS, VARIOUS, YVES CERF, TIM O'BRIEN, CHRIS GAFFNEY, BOCA LIVRE, JULIE BROWN, SIAMESE STEP BROTHERS, ROCKY GRASS, SCHROEDER, MILTON BABBITT, SEASON TO RISK, PRESIDENT'S BREAKFAST, FABRIC, SPDPGH, CRAIG HARRIS, ROBERT EARL KEEN, BIG L, VARIOUS, MENICO FERRARI, GLU GUN, JAZZ / FUNK UNIT, MARY BLACK, BABES IN TOYLAND, RAMBLIN’ JACK ELLIOTT, DALE WATSON, HAMILTON POOL, MICHAEL PERILSTEIN, MARK SCHATZ, AMERICAN RUSE, VuAY KichLU, 2 BASS HIT, TEN FOOT POLE, MINXUS, ANUNA, VARIOUS, LAZO, GENERAL PUBLIC, ROBERT KYR, CHERISH THE LADIES, CARLOS BAUMANN AND SCHIZODIE, DAS KLOWN, BERES HAMMOND AND DERRICK L. KEVIN EUBANKS, VARIOUS, MIGHTY V, JOHN SANTOS & MACHETE ENS., VICTIMS FAMILY, DANCING FRENCH LIBERALS OF ’48, WALLY NGONDA, 3 SHADES OF BLUE, BRANDED, THAT OLD GUY OF MINE, CARNIVAL 95, SAMAYAC, ROCK IN MY SHOE, LOSER’S PARADISE, DANCANDO PELAS SOMBRAS, THE LEGENDARY MAGIC OF ..., SIAMESE STEP BROTHERS, LIVE BLUEGRASS FROM COLORADO, MOONBOY, PHILOMEL, IN A PERFECT WORLD, DDO PROCESS, BODY OF WATER, GRASSROOTS, F-STOP, GRINGO HONEYMOON, LIFESTYLEZ OV DA POOR & DANGEROUS, KRITICAL MAS SHOCK OF THE NEW, ABOUT ROSES AND THORNS, JUST GLU IT, JAZZ / FUNK UNIT, BY THE TIME IT GETS DARK, NEMESISTERS, SOUTH COAST, CHEATIN’ HEART ATTACK, RETURN TO ZERO, WHERE EVIL LIVES, BRAND NEW OLD TYLE WAY, RETURN OF THE X..., VOCAL, OCCUPIED WORLD, REV, PABULUM, CELTIC HEARTBEAT, THIS IS JUNGLE VOL. 1, SOMETHING REAL, RUB IT BETTER, UNSEEN RAIN: MUSIC OF IRISH WOMEN MUSICIANS IN AMERICA, FAT’N BLUE, LAUGHING STALK, EXPRESSION, SPIRITALK 2, THE TYRANNY OFF THE BEAT, SO MIGHTY, AFRICA VOL. 1, 4 GREAT THRASH SONGS, POWERLINE, MODY, FLYING DUTCHMAN, POINTBLANK, FLYING FISH, ICE, UNIT, SUGAR HILL, HIGHTONE, XENOPHILE, NO. 6, CUNEIFORM, BLUE PLANET, Zowie, NEW WORLD, RED DECIBEL, DISC LEXIA, DOGHOUSE, DIRT, SOUL NOTE, SUGAR HILL, COLUMBIA, ICE, UNIT, POSH BOY, FUNK BOY, GIFT HORSE, REPRISE, RED HOUSE, HIGHTONE, WATERMELON, EPISODE, ROUNDER, 1 + 2, INDIA ARCHIVE, CATASONIC, EPITAPH, TOO PURE, ATLANTIC, DM, RAS, EPIC, NEW ALBION, SHANACHIE, UNIT, POSH BOY, HEARTBEAT, BLUE NOTE, CLEOPATRA, FUN FUND VIERZIG, BEMBE, ALT. TENTACLES, BROKEN / REVENGE, STERN’S.
CASSETTES
TRANQUIL
DAN SENN
SECRET LIFE OF DALI
BLOWHOLE
SONGS FROM A RANDOM HOUSE
SCREW HORSE
MUCKA FERGASON
M.I.C.E.
KANDIA KOUYATE
PETER STAMPFEL & DYSFUNCT.

FOCUS OF DESTRUCTION
FLUTTER MOTHS
LIVE
PIECEMEAL
SONGS FROM A RANDOM HOUSE
ABELON
DEMO
M.I.C.E.
GRIOTS OF WEST AFRICA
NOT IN OUR WILDEST DREAMS LIVE
E.F.
NEWSENSE
BANDE MAGNETIQUE
E.F.
DEMO
E.F.
DEMO
DEMO
WORLD MUSIC INS.
ROCKIN' K

SINGLES
BRENTWOODS
CHRIS BUTLER
WISTERIA
WOGGLES
TIM PERKIS
LOS KOGARS
BEASTIE BOYS
LEE
BONE CURE
SHAGGY
FAMOUS MONSTERS
FRIENDS OF DEAN MARTIN
RADIO TO SATURN
MEDICINE
DUMP
NELS CLINE TRIO
DENISON / KIMBALL TRIO
LAMBCHOP
XLOTY : FRIC AND FRAC
MOBY
SCRAWL
BODECO
SPARKLEHORSE
PIE
BUCKSHOT LEFONQUE
READY / YETTI - MEN
RIVERDALES
YO LA TENGO
IDA
UNA FORMA MAS
POEM ROCKET
OL DIRTY BASTARD
FEMI KUTI
OLD 97'S
LONE WOLVES
TRESPASSERS W
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND
STARHUSTLER
FEEDBAG
RALPH STANLEY & JOE ISAACS

DO THE BUG WITH ME
THE WILDERNESS YEARS
MARTIANS NEED SURF
DO JUST WHAT I SAY
FIVE SOLO VIOLIN IMPROVISATIONS
TRIBUTE TO RONALD HAYDOCK
ROOT DOWN
GOTTA HAVE IT
BRAISING THE BRAINS
BOOMBASTIC / SUMMERTIME
ARE GO !
CON LO MEJOR DEL MOMENTO
RADIO TO SATURN
OFF THE VINE
COVERS
PANTS
LANDSHARK
YOUR LIFE AS A SEQUEL
I CAN'T FIND YOU
ALL THAT I NEED IS TO BE LOVED
GOOD UNDER PRESSURE
HIGH WINDOW
SPIRIT DITCH
PLAYS SUPERHORSE
SOME COW FONQUE
READY MEN MEET YETTI - MEN
BACK TO YOU
TOM COURTENAY
IT'S NOT ALRIGHT
VOCAL SAMPLING : 3 FROM...
SMALL WHITE ANIMAL
SHIMMY SHIMMY YA
WONDER, WONDER
EYES FOR YOU
LEGO
BOEKELAAR, BACK
RISE AND FALL
DROWNING
ALLURING STRANGE
SATAN'S CHAINS

TELSTAR
FUTURE FOSSIL
POTEET MUSIC
TELSTAR
LUCKY GARAGE
PLANET PIMP
GRAND ROYAL
PUT EM ON
UNION POLE
VIRGIN
ESTRUS
SUB POP
UNSKILLED LABOR
AMERICAN
18 WHEELER
FATHER YOD
SUB POP
MUTE
SLUTFISH
ELEKTRA
SIMPLE MACHINES
SAFE HOUSE
SLOW RIVER
CREAM CLOUD
COLUMBIA
NORTON
LOOKOUT I
MATADOR
SIMPLE MACHINES
SIRE
PCP ENTRTNMT
ELEKTRA
TABU
BLOODSHOT
WOLFCUBB
N D
N D
DIRT
FEEDBAG
FREELAND
SINGLES CONTINUED
CORDELIA'S DAD
CIRCLE JERKS
VARIOUS
COME
SUDDENLY, TAMMY!
FRUMPIES
HEARTWORMS
TIME OR DIRT
CLEVER JEFF
MURDER IN EXILE
CHARLEY HORSE
RUBBERMAID
LUCIOUS JACKSON
PLEASE
FLUFFY
SPECIAL AGENTS OF HER MAJESTYS
POOL
BARBECUE BOB & THE SPARRERBS
DAVID NUDELMAN LAYS AN EGG
CHAMP MC
JOHNNY OSBOURNE
BOOGIE MONSTERS
JEMINI THE GIFTED ONE
THE COUP
SLAMBOOK
HIPPOPOTAMUS
SKEE-LO
SMITHS
SAM DURANT
BLUE STAR
JAMES KOCHALKA SUPERST./PANTS
BITE
ISRAEL VIBRATION
ILL AL SKRATCH
CALL O'DA WILD

THREE SHAKE LEAVES
TEENAGE ELECTRIC
JOE FRIDAY 4AD ARTISTS
STRING
HARD LESSON
TOMMY SLICH
THANKS FOR THE HEADACHE
MY BIG EYE
YEAR OF THE FLY MC
HARD-BOILED
BACK DOWN
CUCUMBER
HERE
HERE IT COMES AGAIN
ALIEN
HILDEGARD
CALLOUS MAKERS
SNACK TIME!
EGG
FUNKHOUSE
BUDY BYE
HONEYDIPS IN GOTHAM
FUNK SOUL SENSATION
FAT CATS, BIGGA FISH
TIES TO SEVER
SPAN
I WISH
SWEET AND TENDER HOOLIGAN
BEHIND THE COUNTER
SOMETIMES
SPLIT 7"
FUNBUNS
RUDEBOY SHUFFLIN
DON'T SHUT DOWN ON A PLAYER
CLOUDS OF SMOKE

SCENES OF
MERCURY
4AD
MATADOR
SOIL SAMPLES
LOOKOUT!
DARLA
DIVE
QWEST
HELLNOTE
HELLNOTE
DARLA
GRAND ROYAL
MOTHER WEST
PERSONAL FAVORITE
JETTISON
DERIVATIVE
DADA
PLANET PIMP
EASTWEST
PRIORITY
PENDULUM
MERCURY
WILD PITCH
LOREM IPSUM
COMAPRED TO WHAT
SCOTTI BROS.
REPRISE
LUCKY GARAGE
ND
SPLIT
DERIVATIVE
RAS
TOMMY BOY
WORK

Hello again...

Our new WFMU catalog is out--If you want one, contact me. This is our biggest one yet (56 pages!). Our foray into capitalism (or at least break even-dom) is in order to get ourselves out of some financial holes as well as providing folks with great music (much of which you can't find many places, some at prices below what you'll pay anywhere else...). It's got music, books, videos, etc. And lots of weird stuff.

We have a new LCD Program Guide magazine as well. It's packed with articles, wonderful art (David Sandlin did the cover and Renee French did the back cover), and the ever-present program schedule. If you don't receive it within a few weeks, let me know and I'll send you one.

My new phone-201-678-8751, email--robin@wfmu.org--and address! WFMU P.O. Box 1568, Montclair NJ 07042.

Thanks to anyone I've bugged repeatedly to get receive recordings that are represented on this playlist. You are both patient and generous.

Robbie Edgerton, Music Dir.

-robin (edgerton, music dir.)